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This paper presents new results on the algebraic ordering properties of 
operator precedence grammars and languages. This work was motivated by, and 
applied to, the mechanical acquisition or inference of operator precedence 
grammars. A new normal form of operator precedence grammars called homo- 
geneous is defined. An algorithm is given to construct a grammar, called max- 
grammar, generating the largest language which is compatible with a given 
precedence matrix. Then the class of free grammars i introduced as a special 
subclass of operator precedence grammars. It is shown that operator precedence 
languages corresponding to a given precedence matrix form a Boolean algebra. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present a study of the algebraic properties of operator 
precedence grammars which share a common set of precedence relations. 
Operator precedence grammars (Floyd, 1963) have been extensively used to 
define the syntax of programming languages. 
Motivation for this study arose from an attempt o improve the process of 
designing the syntax of new programming languages, especially when a grammar 
must be constructed to generate xactly those sentences (programs) intended 
by the language designer. To construct such a grammar by hand is a lengthy 
procedure, and a method for automating the construction has been proposed 
by Crespi-Reghizzi (1970, 1973) and subsequently applied by Fu and Booth 
(1975) to pattern recognition problems. The proposed method is an example 
of a grammatical inference algorithm, as defined in Gold (1967), Feldman 
(1972), and surveyed in Fu and Booth (1975). 
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The paper is organized as follows. Notation and preliminary statements are 
introduced in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3 we establish a new normal form for operator 
precedence grammars, and we define the central notions of free grammars and 
maxgrammars. In Sect. 4 we discuss the lattice properties of related families of 
grammars, languages and precedence matrices. In Sect. 5 we prove the closure 
of some operator precedence languages under boolean operations. Section 6 
presents the conclusion and some suggestions for extensions. App. 1 contains 
a complete xample and App. 2 presents ome special properties of free operator 
precedence languages. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY STATEMENTS 
Let Z be a countable set. @(Z) will denote the power set of Z, I Z 1 its cardinal- 
ity, and ~ the empty set. Posets and lattices will be denoted, respectively, as 
pairs (Z, R) and 4-tuples (Z, R, J, M), where R is the ordering relation, J and 
M are, respectively, the join and meet operations. In accordance with Hopcroft 
(1969) a context-free grammar (CFG) will be denoted by a 4-tuple G = 
(Vw, F-r, P, S). In this paper, without loss of generality, V r and S will be 
the same for all CFG's considered, unless otherwise stated. 
h 
The symbols 7 '  *~a ' ~ '  and =~ will represent G-derivations of lengths 
1, >j l, >/0, and h respectively. 
The symbol G will be omitted when obvious. 
Unless otherwise stated, lower case latin letters at the end of the alphabet 
will denote strings on the terminal alphabet; lower (resp. upper) case latin letters 
at the beginning of the alphabet will denote elements of V T (resp. VN); and 
lower case greek letters at the beginning of the alphabet will denote strings in 
V*, where V = V T t j VN " 
The empty string will be written A. 
A CFG is an operator grammar (OG) t if no right part of any production has 
adjacent nonterminals. 
All grammars considered in the sequel (unless otherwise staded) are OG's 
which in addition are reduced and A-free (Hopcroft, 1969). 
A CFG is invertible if no two productions have identical right parts. 
For a (not necessarily reduced) CFG G its left terminal set ~q~a(A) and right 
terminal set ~a(A) are defined by 
~eAA ) = {a I A *~ Ba~, B ~ v,¢ w {~)}, 
G 
*~ ~aB, B ~ V N u {;~}}. ~a(A)  = {a I A a 
1 Greibach (1965) showed that every grammar is equivalent to an OG, and Gray and 
Harrison (1972) showed that the relation between the two grammars i  a complete cover. 
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These definitions are extended to .~(Vw) and to V* = V* -- V*vNev  * in the 
following way. Let c~ stand for one of ~q~ or ~ (the same in each definition), 
Then for ZC_ VN, ~G(Z) = UA~Z (b~G(/); for c~a V, if ~ = A then c~ a = ~,  
else ~a(c~) = c~a,(D), where G' is the same as G except for the addition of the 
production D --+ a, D 6 VN . For each a, b ~ VT , the operator precedence r lations 
- - ;  <. ,  .>  are defined via: 
(1) a - -  b iff 3A- -+~aBbf i~P ,B~VNU{/} ,  
(2) a <.  b iff 3A --+ aaDfi ~ P, b ~ ~%(D), 
(3) a .>b iff 3A-+c~Dbf icP,  a~NG(D).  
For a given G, its operator precedence matrix dY/= OPM(G) is the ] V T [ × 
] V T ] matrix which to each ordered pair (a, b) associates the set Mab of operator 
precedence relations holding between a and b. If  M~b = ¢, we write M~b = 
"blank." For 2141, M e OPM's we define 
M 1 C M e iff Ml,ab _C Me,~b Va, b; 
M = M 1 U m e iff M~b = ma.~b U me,a~ Va, b; 
M=M 1r iM2 iff M~ ~ Ml ,~ n Me,~b Va, b. 
A grammar G is an operator precedence grammar (OPG) if OPM (G) is a conflict- 
free matrix, i.e., iff, Va, b, ] OPM(G)a~ I ~ 1. The language generated by an 
OPG is called an operator precedence language (OPL). 
The parenthesis grammar ~ associated with a grammar 
G = (VN , VT, P, S ) is 
= (VN, IT-r, -fi, S), where ~7 r = VT tJ ([,]), 
where [,] 6 V. 
The strings in L(G) display via their brackets the syntactic structure of corre- 
sponding strings in L(G). The renaming rules (./I ~ B) of P are not bracketed 
because they do not contribute to the structure of derivation trees in an essential 
way. 
Two grammars G 1 and G e are weakly (resp. structurally) equivalent iff 
L(G1) L(G2) (resp. L(~I) = L(G2) ). 
An OPG G = (VN , VT , P, S) is inFischer normal form (FNF) (Fischer 1969) iff 
(1) G is invertible; 
(2) S does not occur in the right part of any production of P; 
(3) P contains no renaming rules, except hose with left part S (if any). 
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The following statements are either well-known properties or straightforward 
consequences thereof. 
Statement 2.1. (Fischer, 1969). For each OPG G a structurally equivalent 
OPG G' in FNF  can be effectively constructed. | 
Statement2.2(McNaughton, 1967). I f  an OPG G is in FNF, then 
A, B ~ S ^ A *~ x ^ B *~ x implies A ~- B. | 
O 0 
Statement 2.3 (Floyd, 1963). For any pair of OG's  G1, G2, L((~I) CL(~)  
implies OPM(G~) C OPM(G2). I 
Statement 2.4 (Floyd, 1963). For any pair of OPG's  G1, G2, OPM(G~) = 
OPM(G~) implies that Vx~L(G1)c~L(G2)S!y~L(~l) , and 3!z~L(G~) such 
thaty  = z and h(y) = h(z) = x, where h: l?r* --~ Vr* is the brackets erasing 
homomorphism. I
3. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND THEOREMS 
We give some new definitions and theorems which are useful for proving the 
Boolean closure properties of OPG's  and OPL's. First we introduce a new 
normal form for OPG's.  
DEFINITION 3.1. An OPG G is homogeneous iff it is in FNF  and, for any 
A -+ ~ ~ P, with A =/= S, ~°a(c0 = ~a(A), ~a(~) = ~a(A). | 
THEOREM 3.2. (Homogenous NormalForm). For any OPG G, with OPM(G) = 
M, a structurally equivalent homogenous OPG H can be effectively constructed. | 
Proof. The following algorithm derives H = (VN', Vr ,  P ' ,  S) from a 
FNF  G = (Vw, VT, P, S). The nonterminals of H, other than S, are objects 
of the form @, _/t, t} ~ ~(VT) × VN × ~(VT). Next we construct a sequence 
of grammars 
G~ = (N~, VT, P~, S), k = 1 ..... r, 
leading to the definition of H. 
Step I. VA -+ x ~ P, A =/= S, x = aw = yb, include ({a}, A, (b}) in N 1 and 
include ({a}, A, {b}} --+ x in P1- For any S -+ x ~ P, include S ~ x in P1. 
Step k~ k > 1. Define Q = P - {A --+ x ~ P} and the finite substitution f~ 
on V - {S}:  
fe(A) = ((s, A, t} ~ Ne_l}, 
f~(a) = {a}. 
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Extend f~ to (V -- {S})* in the natural way. Then VA --~ ~ ~ ~, A =/= S and 
Y~ eft(a), include (~W%_~(&), A  ~a~_~(&)) in Ne,  and include (~v~_~(&), A, 
~o~_~(&)) ~ ~ in P~. In addition, VS -+ ~ ~ ~ and V& ef~(c~), include S --~ & 
in P~ . Stop at the first step, say the r-th, for which Nr = N~._~. Then 
H = G,.. | 
The above procedure terminates ince gk, I N~I ~ [ g~I "l ~(mr)?. The 
following lemma helps to show that H has the desired properties. 
LEM~Ut 3.3. VA ~ VN -- (S}, h /> 1, 
x iff 3s, t ~ ~(vT)  A 0 
h 
such that (s, A, t) ~ x. | 
Pro@ (by induction on the length h of a derivation). 
Basis: for h = 1, immediate from Step 1 of the construction. 
Induction step: assume the lemma holds for any derivation of length ~h. 
h+l 1 
Let A~ x via A~ [a] = [xoB 1...B~x.*], m>/O,  B~VN- -{S},  z and 
h he 
[a] ~ x, via Bi f Yi such that x o Yl "'" y~x,~ = x, h~ <~ h. 
hi 
Then by hypothesis Vi3(si, ti) such that (si ,  B i ,  h)  ~ Yi .  Now by con- 
struction ~k such that Vi(si, B~, t~} ef~+/B~), since each (s~, Bi, h) has been 
defined in N~. 
Consequently 5 = Xo(Sl , B1, tl) ... @m , B,~ , t~} xm is in f~+l(a) and 
(~c°a~(&), A ~a~(&)) ~ & is in P~+~ _Cp'  and therefore (&k(&), A, ~a~(&)) 
h+l 
~=>x. 
h+l I 
Conversely, if ( s ,A ,  t) ~ x via @, A, t) ~ [~] = [x0(s~, B1, tl) "'" 
hi h i 
(s,~ , B~ , t,,) x,~] and (si, Bi,  h) ~ Yi, then since hi <. h, Bi ~ Yi and 
/~+1 
A--~ ~ = xoB 1 "" B~x~ is in P. Thus A ~ x. | 
In order to complete the proof of the theorem, we must now prove the 
following points. 
(a) H is an OG (obvious because G is an OG); 
(b) H is reduced. The fact that ~/(s, A, t) ~ VN' - -  {S}, (s, A, t) *~ x 
H 
for some x, can be proved by induction on the sets N~ : in fact this is trivially 
true for k = 1, and the k-th step of the construction preserves this property. 
On the other hand, it is easy to verify that if S *~ uAv, then 
G 
S *~ u(s, A, t)v, Ys, t 
H 
2 Th is  is certa in ly  the case since G is in FNF .  
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such that (s, A, t) cfr(A ). (Notice, however, that in general G~, k < r -- 1, 
is not •reduced). 
(c) H is structurally equivalent to G. 
In fact if S ~=~ x, then either 
1 ~ xor  (i) S ~ B G 
(ii) S~ [~]g~x'  
1 
By Lemma 3.3, since G is in FNF, (i) implies that for some s, t, S~ 
(s, B, t) and (s, B, t ) ;~  x, whereas (ii) implies that o~ = xoB 1 " "B~x~,  
Bi ~ VN -- {S} and B i g~ Yi such that [x o Yl "'" y,~x~] = x. 
Thus there exist si, ti such that (si, B i ,  h) ;~ Yi and 
S ~ & = Xo(Sl, B1, tl) "'" (s~, B~,  t~) x~ is in P'. 
Hence (c) is proved. 
(d) H is an OPG with OPM(H) ~ M = OPM(G) (by Statement 2.3); 
(e) H is in FNF because G is in FNF  and the construction preserves both 
the invertibility and the nonappearance of S in the right part of any production. 
Finally 
(f) H is homogeneous. We show that V(s, A, t) --~ a, 
S~'n((s , A, t)) : s (the proof that 
~H((S, A, t)) = t is omitted). 
Clearly by the definition of left terminal set and by construction of H, we 
have s C ~q~H((S, A  t)). On the other hand, a ~ L~'n((s, A  t)) implies the existence 
of the derivation 
~. . .~(sn  A, t,)/3n (s, A, t) ~ (s l ,  A i , ¢1)/31/~ H 
H 
EaTn/3n , 
H 
where E E Vn u {h} and (sn, An ,  tn)--~ EaTn ~Pk for some k ~ r. Hence 
a ~ Sn, and similarly a E sn-1 ..... a E sl, a ~ s. Thus 5eH((S, )1, t))Cis. It 
follows immediately that ~'H(a) = s. | 
We now define some new concepts which are basic to the rest of the paper. 
DEFINITION 3.4. The class CM of OPG's over a conflict-free precedence 
matrix M is defined as 
cM = {G 10~'M(C) = M'_ M), ! 
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DEFINITION 3.5. The class Cu,q of OPG's with right bound q ~> 1 over a 
conflict-free precedence matrix M is defined as 
CM,q = {G i G ~ CM ^ (VA --> c~ ~ P, i f(a)l <~ q, 
where f: (V  N u Vr)* --+ V T is the homomorphism which erases nonterminals)}. 
! 
Definition 3.5 excludes grammars containing productions of unbounded 
length, a quite reasonable assumption for practical purposes. 
We mention at this time that the results reported in the sequel were originally 
(Crespi-Reghizzi, 1970) developed under the different and stronger hypothesis 
that M be - -  --acyclic, i.e., the transitive closure of - -  irreflexive. 
DEFINITION 3.6. An OPG G is free if it is homogeneous and, VA, B va S, 
~a(d)  = &(B)  A .~a(A) --  ~a(B)  implies A ~ B. | 
Next we present a central result. 
THEOREM 3.7. For any conflict-free OPM M on Vr , and q >/ 1, a free OPG 
GM.q can be effectively constructed such that 
(a) OMP(GM,q) = M; 
(b) VGc  CM,q,L(G) C_L(GM,q). | 
GM, ~ is called the maxgrammar ndLM,q = L(GM.¢) the maxlanguage associated 
with M and q. 
Pro@ We begin by constructing GM,q = {I~N , Vr , D, S}. 
The elements of VN other than S will be objects of the form <s, t) e (~(Vr)) ~. 
We now construct a sequence of grammars 
a~ = (N,~, V~,  P~,  S), h = 1 ..... r, 
leading to the definition of GM. ~ . 
Step l .  Vx ~-a  l ' ' -ame(Vr )%l  ~<m ~<q, suchthat, fo r l  ~<i~<m--1 ,  
a~ - -  a~+ 1 in M, include ({al} , {a~}) in N1 and include ({a~}, {am} ) --~ x in P1. 
Step h. h> 1. V~ = Doa l "'' D~_lamDm ,1 <~ m G q, such that 
(i) if m> 1, a~- -  a i+ l inM,  1 ~<i~m--1 ;  
(ii) D O is ;~ or an element (s, t) ~ N7:-1 such that, Vb ~ t, b . > a 1 in M; 
(iii) Dm is h or an element (s, t) ~ N~_ 1 such that, Vb ~ s, am <.  b in M; 
( iv )  if m> 1, D~, for 1 ~ i~<m-- l ,  i shor  an e lement~s , t )~Nk_ l  
such that, Vb c s, a, < .  b in M, Vc ~ t, c .  > a~+t in M; 
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include (oZ'%_,(@ ~%_,(~)) in N~ and include 
(£~c~_~(a), Na~_,(~)) ~ ~ in Pe. 
Stop at the first step, say the r-th, such that N~ = N~,_ 1 . | 
This procedure always terminates ince Vk, 1 N~] ~ I ~a(Vr)[=- 
Then define /7" N = N~ U {S}, 
P=P~w{S~(s , t ) [  ( s , t )  eN~}. 
Consider now G = (VN, VT, P, S) e CM,q with OPM(G) = M'  C M: by 
Theorem 3.2 we can assume that G is in HNF and that the elements of V~r - -  {S} 
are of the form (s, A, t) with ~q~v((s, A  t)) : s, ~a((s ,  A, t)) : t. We first 
prove a preliminary lemma. 
LEMMA 3.8.  
Proof 
Basis: 
V(s, A, t) e VN --  {S}, if (s, A, t) ~=> x, then 
<s, t) ..*=> x. I 
GM,q 
(by induction on the length h of a derivation). 
l 
let (s, A, t) ~ x = [a 1 "" an], q ~> m ~ 1. Clearly s = {al} and 
t = {an). Then the relations ai -- ai+,, i = 1,..., m - -  1 (of course, if m > 1) 
are in M' ,  hence in M. Therefore ({al}, (am})-+ al "'" an is in GM.q and 
1 <s, t) G~ *" 
e,q  
7C k 
Induction step: assume that if (s, A, t) ~> x and k ~.~ h, then (s, t) a~ x, 
1 M,a 
and consider a derivation (s, A, t) ~ [~], ~ : Doa 1 ... Dm_lamDm, D i ~ {A} U 
h hi 
(V N-{S}) ,q~m ~ 1, and a derivation [~]~xv iah  i~y ,~ i :O , . . . ,m.  
Thus, Vi such that Di :@i ,B i , t i )~Vz~- -{S} ,<s ,  t i )  :~ Yi since 
' ~M,q 
hi <h.  
Now the relations ai - -  ai+l, i = 1 .... , m --  1 (of course, i fm > 1) are in M'  
hence in M. 
Furthermore, Vi, 1 < i ~ m, such that D i = (si , Bi , ti), Vb ~ si , ai <. b 
is in M' ,  and Vc ~ ti-1, c .  > ai is in M'.  Thus, since (si ,  ti) is in Ne for some k, 
the rule (.W%(&), ~%(&)) -~ 5, & = Eoa ~ "" Em_lamE~ with Ei ~ h if Di = A, 
else E~ : (si ,  ti) if Di = (s~, B i ,  ti), is in P~+I C/~. 
But ~q~%(&) = oWa(a ) = s and ~%(&) = ~a(~) = t since G is homogenous. 
Therefore, <s, t> 1 n ~ I~] ~ x. I 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 3.7 it is sufficient o show that: 
(a) VOPG G~CM.q,  L(G)C_LM. q (which is certainly true if L(~)_C 
L(O~,~)). 
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Consider the two forms that a derivation in ~ can take: 
(i) S~ <s ,A , t )  a 
1 *~ x, ~ = Doa t "'" D~_la~,D ..... 
q >~ m >~ 1, D,  e {h} w l<v,  i = 0,..., m. 
Case (i) is trivial: S --+ <s, t~ ~/3 and by Lemma 3.8 <s, t) N x. 
In case (ii) a proof similar to the one of Lemma 3.8 would show that 
where & is the same as in the induction step of Lemma 3.8. Furthermore, 
fi __+ <~aM,~(&), ~aM.~(S) ) ~ /5 and point (a) is proved. 
(b) GM,~ is reduced (easily verified by induction on N j ;  
(c) V<s, t> -~ c~ c P, ~au.q(<s, t>) - -  s = ~°aM.,(c~ ) and ~aM.,(<S , t>) = 
t = ~cM.0(~). 
The proof, very similar to the one of Theorem 3.2 (point (f)), is omitted. 
Thus GM. ~ is free. 
(d) _~D OPM(GM.~). 
Any relation a - -  b in OPM(GM,q) is implied by a production B -~ ~aDbl~ ~/5, 
~, fi ~ V*, D E {A} L3 IYy which is in /3 only if a - -  b is in M. In addition the 
string aa<s, t) f i  (respectively, a<s, t>afl), ~, fi ~ P*,  is the right part of some 
production of GM, q only if, Vb E s (respectively, Vb E t) a <.  b (respectively, 
b .>  a) is in )hr. Thus MD OPM(GM.q). 
In addition M can be viewed as the union of some matrices with exactly one 
nonblank entry, a Let M '  one such matrix. Then, by Statement 2.3, we have 
M'C  OPM(GM,q) and 
(e) M C_ OPM(GMJ, 
and therefore M = OPM(GM.q). Hence GM, ~ is an OPG with OPM(GM,q) = M, 
and it is free by virtue of (c). The theorem is now completely proved. | 
4. THE LATTICE OF FREE GRAMMARS 
In this section some important ordering properties of free grammars are 
demonstrated. 
It is immediate to construct an OPG G such that OPM(G) is such a matrix. 
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Let M be a (conflict-free) OPM on alphabet V T , Consider the family of free 
grammars 
oW(M, q) = {F = (V J ,  Vr,  pc, S) 1F is free, 
(v / -  {s}) 2 ~(v~)~} n c~,~. 
We shall say that nonterminals o f f  other than S have standard names, i.e., they 
are objects of the form (s, t}, s, t e ~a(Vr). The requirement that nonterminal 
names be standard prevents the inclusion in oW(M, q) of any grammar which is 
isomorphic to F. Let ~,q(M, q) = {L(F) [ F E ~(M,  q)}. 
We first prove a useful lemma. Since the bound q can be considered fixed, 
in the remainder of the section, we drop q from the notation, still keeping in 
mind that this bound is implicitly in force. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let F1, F 2 ~ ~(M) .  Then L(F~) C L(F2) iff P1 C 1)2 (and therefore 
L(Fa) = L(F2) iff 1)1 = P2). | 
Pro@ Obviously/'1 _C P2 implies L(F~) C_ L(F2). 
Conversely assume L(F~) CL(F2). Then since F1, F 2 ~ oW(M) C CM, L(I~a) C 
L(/~2) by point (a) of the proof of Theorem 3.7. Thus it can be easily proved by 
induction in a manner similar to the proofs of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.8 that if 
, t 
S _~ x@, t}z .~ x[a]z ;~ x[y]z; then (s, t} -+ c~ is also in F 2 and S *~ 
Fx 1 F1 1 
x(s, t>z { *D]z*7 x[y]z. I ~'~ 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let F 1, F~e~(M) .  The notation F 1 ~< F 2 denotes 
pF1C _pF~, andL(F1) ~< L(F2) denotesL(F 0 C_L(F2). | 
Note that the systems (o~(M), ~)  and (5¢(M), ~<) are posets. 
DEFINITION 4.3. The binary operations join (-}-) and meet (.) are defined 
on i f (M)by  
(a) FI + F 2 = (V~ v V~, VT, Pe~ U pF~, S), 
(b) F 1 , f 2 = R((V,~I c~ V~N ~, Vr,  pF~ ~ pF~, S)) where R(G) denotes the 
reduced form of G. | 
The empty grammar a (2;, Vr, 2;, ~ ) is denoted F0, where L(Fo) = ~. 
The reader can easily verify that F 1 + F.~, F 1 • F 2 ~ ~-(M). 
LEMMA 4.4. For F1, F 2 Eo~(M) 
(a) L(F 1 + F~) D L(FI) to L(F2) 
(b) L(F~, F~) = L(F1) ~ L(F2). | . . . . . . . .  
a The use of the empty set ~ to denote the axiom is not consistent with our notation, 
but is consistent with equivaIent definitions of a grammar using a finite set S C y N of 
axioms. This special notation was adopted to make F0 be reduced. 
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Pro@ (a) immediately follows from Lemma 4.1. 
In order to prove (b), notice that trivially L(Fx,  Fz)C_L(Fx)~ L(F2) and if 
x EL(F1) c~L(F2) then the derivations S N x and S N x are identical. 
F 1 F~ 
Therefore the productions involved are in PV~ n pr~, hence in the production 
set o f f  I *F  2. ! 
DEFINITION- 4.5. The binary operations join (+)  and meet (,) are extended 
to ~Cp(M) via 
(a) L(F~) 4- L(F2) = L(Fx 4- F.2), 
(b) L(F1) * L(F2) = L(F1 * F2). ! 
From Lemma 4.4, L(F~) 4-L(F.~)D_L(F~)wL(F2) and L(F1) *L(F2) = 
5(171) (~ L(F2). 
We can now state the following central result: 
THEOREM 4.6. The systems (~(M),  ~,  + ,  ,) and (~q~(M), ~,  4-, ,) are 
isomorphic lattices. | 
Pro@ First we establish that the second system is a lattice. In fact, if 
L 1 = L(F1) and L~ = L(F2) are in ~q~(M), L1 *L2 -~ L(F I )n  L(F2) is clearly 
the g.l.b, of L 1 and L~. Moreover, obviously L 1 ~< L 1 4- L2, L2 ~< L1 4- L2 • 
Suppose now that 3L' ~ ~(M) ,  L' ~ L(F'), such that L 1 <~ L' ~ L1 4- L~ and 
L 2 ~<L' ~<LI@L2.  Then by Lemma 4.1 F 1 <~F', F 2 ~F ' ,  and since any 
x ~L 1 4- L~ is generated using productions in pF1 u pF~, x eL' .  Hence L' = 
L 1 4- L 2 , i.e., L 1 ~-  L 2 i8 the 1.u.b. of L1, L~. 
Finally the correspondence f: o~(M) -~ ~(M)  defined by f (F)  -- L(F) is a 
one-to-one mapping (because of the standard form of grammars in ~(M) )  
which preserves the relation ~< (Lemma 4.1). From Definition 4.5 it follows 
that the two systems are isomorphic lattices. 
The null elements of the two systems are, respectively, F 0 and ~, while the 
universal elements are, respectively, GM (the maxgrammar of M) and L~t = 
L(a~). ! 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let F E ~'(M) and define the subsets 
Y(F)  = {C ~ g(M)  i a <~ F}, 
~Lf(F) : {L(G) [ a a 5(F)}. 
Then the systems (Sf(F), <~, 4-, ,), (~'(F), <~, 4-, ,) are isomorphic sublattices of 
f (M)  and ~'(M). | 
Similar properties can also be proved for the maxgrammars. Let M be an 
OPM, and define the sets 
~(M)  = {M' J M'  C_ M}, 
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~max(M) 5 ~- {GM' ] GM" is the maxgrammar with OPM M'  _C_C M}, 
5¢max(M) = (L(F) IF e fCmax(M)). 
Notice that ~max(M)C~(M)  (maxgrarnmars are free and havestandard 
nonterminal names). 
Let GM~ and GM~ ~ ~max(M) be the maxgrammars with OPM's M 1 and M~, 
respectively, and let L 1 ~ L(GM), L 2 : L(GM). Define the following operations 
and relations: 
(la) M1 G 3/2 denotes M 1 u 3/2, 
(lb) M 1 (~) M 2 denotes M 1 n M.., 
(lc) MI ~ 3/2 denotes M 1 _C M2, 
(2a) GM~ @ GM~ denotes GMx®M 2 (the maxgrammar with OPM 
M1 OM2), 
(2b) Gux (~) GM2 denotes R(VaM~ c~ VaM2, VT , paM~ n paM~ , S), 
(2C) GM1 ~ GM~ denotes pax C pa2, 
(3a) L 1 @ L 2 denotes L(GMx @ GM) , 
(3b) L 1 (~)L~ denotes L 1 t~ L2, 
(3c) L x ~L  2 denotesL I_CL 2. 
LEMMA 4.8. GM 1 (~ GM~ is the maxgrammar with OPM M 1 @ M 2 . | 
Proof. Any precedence r lation in M 1 (~ M 2 = M 1 @ M 2 is implied by both 
paM~ and PaM2 and conversely. Furthermore, if S k x, for some G such that 
OPM(G) < M1 c~ M~, then S G~ x and S *~ x, and the| three derivations 
M1 GM2 . . 
above are identical as already observed (Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4). Hence 
S ~ x. | 
GM 1 ~ GM 2 
Finally we have 
COROLLARY 4.9. The systems (~(M), ~, @, @), (f~max(M), ~,  @, @), 
(~amax(M), ~<, Q,  @) are isomorphic lattices. | 
Proof. The first system is clearly the lattice of submatrices of a finite 
OPM M, with universal element M and null element he empty OPM. 
Furthermore M 1 ~ M 2 iff GM1 ~ Gm~ (by construction of maxgrammars), 
GM1 ~ GM2 iffL 1 ~ L 2 (Lemma 4.1) and the definitions of @ and (~) preserve 
the natural one-to-one correspondence b tween the elements of ~' (M) ,  f~max(M) 
and ~max(M). Therefore the three systems are isomorphic lattices. The null 
5 Recall that the bound q is omitted since it is constant throughout this section. 
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and universal elements of the two latter lattices are, respectively, (iS}, Vr,  
{S -+ a [ a E Vr} , S) and G M (the maxgrammar with OPM M), V r andL(Gu). | 
In Appendix I a complete xample lattice is presented. 
5. CLOSURE P~OPERTIES OF OPL's 
We have demonstrated that there are finitely many free grammars over a 
given OPM and with an upper bound q on the number of terminal instances 
occurring in any production. Admittedly free grammars are only a subfamily, 
though an interesting one (Crespi-Reghizzi, 1973), of OPG's. We shall next 
discuss the relationship between OPG's and free grammars and deduce inter- 
esting algebraic properties of OPL's. Each grammar will be assumed to be in 
homogeneous normal form with the same terminal alphabet and nonterminal 
names (excepted S) of the form (s, A, t), as in Theorem 3.2. We first define 
a many-to-one mapping Wthat maps homogeneous OPG's onto free grammars. 6 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let ~'F the class of homogeneous OPG's and let H 
(VN , gr , P, S) ~ ~ where g N C {S} k3 ~(VT) X Z X ~(VT), Z is any set of 
abstract symbols (denoted as upper case Latin letters), and 
~e~C<s, A  t>) = s, ~/~((,, A, O) = t. 
F = W(H) is defined as follows: 
f = (VN', Vr,  P',  S), where 
v~'  = {(s, t> f <s, A,  t> ~ VN} U {S}, 
P '  = {<s, t)  ~ Xo(h , t ,)  " '  (sn , t~) x~ I n >~ O, 
(s, A, t) -+ x0(s 1 , B1, tl) "" (s~, B~, t~) x n e P} 
~{S--~(s , t )  L S - -~(s ,A , t )~P}.  |
Intuitively, F- -  W(H) is obtained by merging those nonterminals of H 
which have identical first and third components (left terminal set, right terminal 
set). Notice that the inverse W-I(F) is an infinite set since all possible sets Z of 
abstract symbols must be considered. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Define, for bound q, 
~% -- U ~(M, q), 
M 
where the union is taken over the set of all OPM's on VT ; 
The following lemmas can be readily verified by the reader. 
6 W is a special case of grammatical  covering defined by Reynolds (1968). 
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LEMMA 5.3. 'v'H c J((), F = W(H) is a free grammar (with standard non- 
terminal names) such that £fF((s, t)) = s, ~F((S, t)) = t and OPM(F) = 
OPM(H). ! 
The proof of the first assertion is similar to the proof of point (f) of Theorem 
3.2. The equality of the OPM's can then be shown in a manner similar to that 
of points (d) and (e) of the proof of Theorem 3.7. 
LEMMA 5.4. L(/~ r) 2 L(F), H e Jr, F e o ~,  implies W(H) <, F. l 
Proof. By induction on the length h of an /~-derivation (and recalling 
1 
Statement 2.2), it can be proved that if <s, A, t) ~ [Xo<Sl, B1, tl) -'" 
h 1 
(s~, Bn,  tn) x~] ~- x, then, since x ~ L(I#), <s, t) ~ [Xo(Sl , t~) ... 
h 
<Sn, t~> Xn] F ~" l 
Therefore it follows that 
W(Y~) = {w(H) [ H e J,~} = ~' .  
We can now state the following result. 
Statement 5.5. Yd is partitioned by W into mutually disjoint classes. 7 For 
each class W-~(F), F ~ o~, L(H) <~ L(F), VH ~ W-I(F). | 
Assume now, similar to Corollary 4.7, ~(F )  = {G e ~ I G ~< F}, and define 
the sets 
W(F) = {H e W I W(H) e ~-(F)} _C y .s  
Our first closure result is then: 
THEOREM 5.6. The set of languages {L(H) ] H ~ Nd(F)} is closed under union. | 
Proof. Let Hi = (Vi, Vr ,  P i ,  S) e W-I(Fi), F~ ~ ~(F) ,  i = 1, 2. Assume, 
without loss of generality, V 1 (5 Ve = {S} (the middle element of the triples 
(s, A, t )can  be changed as needed). Let G' = (g  1 t9 V2, I/T, P1 U P2, S); 
clearly L(G') = L(H~) U L(H2). Now since OPM(HI) = Mi ~ OPNI(F), 
L(/~I) U L(/~) _CL(/~) uL(P2) C L(FI -}-F~) CL(F) and OPM(G') ~< OPM(F). 
Now construct, by applying Statement 2.1 and Theorem 3.2, a homogeneous 
grammar H such that L(/~) = L(G'). Since L(/~r) _CL(R), the theorem follows 
from Lemma 5.4. | 
With a little additional effort the following result could be proved. 
If we consider the subset of W characterized by a fixed bound q, the number of 
equivalence classes is finite. 
n For any finite number of OPG's, G1 ,..., G~, s.t. U¢= 10PM(G,) is conflict-free, a 
suitable F ~ ~ can be found s.t. L(G~) ~{L(H) [ H c YE(F)}. 
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COROI~LAaY 5.7. The set of languages (L(H) [ H c W-I(F)} is closed under 
union. | 
The second closure property is given by 
THEOREra 5.8. The set of languages {L(H) ] H ~ 2C(F)} is closed under comple- 
mentation with respect to L(F). | 
Pro@ Let H e 5(F(F), then L(H) C L(F). Since F and H are unambiguous, 
[, ~-L (F ) -  L (H) - -h (L (F ) -  L(FI)), where h is the homomorphism which 
erases "["and"]."  
It  is well known (Mac Naughton, 1967) that a grammar G can be effectively 
constructed such that L(G) = L(/7) -- L(H). 9 Obviously G must be an OG and 
since L(~)_CL(/7), OPM(G)C OPM(F); thus G is an OPG, from which a 
homogeneous OPG H '  can be constructed such that L(/-)') ~ L(~) and therefore 
L(H') -~ L. Finally by Lemma 5.3 we have W(H') <~ F. | 
By De Morgan's law we conclude this final result. 
THEOREM 5.9. The class of languages {L(H) I H E 2/¢'(F)} form a Boolean 
algebra zvith universal element L(F) and null element ;g. | 
In particular it is immediate that L(F) -= Vr+ if F is the maxgrammar such 
that OPM(F) has neither blanks nor -- --cycles (see App. 2). 
6. CONCLUSION 
It seems possible to extend our results in two directions. First, one could 
consider OPM's with conflicts, and extend our study to OG's which generate 
precedence conflicts, by proving the existence of a maxgrammar even in this 
ease. Lattice properties should then follow. Second, one could drop the require- 
ment that q be finite and extend the results to grammars with an unbounded 
number of terminal instances in each production. (by using the weaker notion 
of covering (Gray and Harrison, 1972) instead of structural equivalence). 
Two major conclusions relevant o the problem of inferring a grammar from 
a given sample of sentences stem from the previous results. 
It has been proved by Gold (1967) that any class of languages containing all 
the finite languages and an infinite language cannot be identified in the limit by 
any grammatical inference procedure, unless the informant is allowed to indicate 
which strings (nonsentenees) hould not be in the language, in addition to 
providing examples of strings in the language. This negative result implies that 
not even finite-state languages can be identified in the limit under the same 
9 Although the results of McNaughton (1967) assume in the definition of a grammar 
that S C KN rather than S ~ V N (as we do), they can still be applied to our case since we 
have stated in Sect. 2 thatrenaming rules are notbracketed. 
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assumptions. On the other hand, free operator precedence grammars represent 
a new class of languages which can be identified in the limit without requiring 
availability of nonsentences to the identifying procedure (Crespi-Reghizzi, 
1970). 
Their generative capability appears fairly adequate (Crespi-Reghizzi, 1973) 
for generating arithmetic-expressionlike languages, although free operator 
precedence languages do not include all finite-state languages ( ee App. 2). The 
fact that any operator precedence language admits a standard homogeneous form 
significantly reduces the numeration eeded to identify a grammar which is 
a satisfactory generalization of the given sample of sentences. The lattice 
properties of homogeneous grammars allow the elimination from consideration 
of large sets of grammars whenever a certain grammar is found to be incompa- 
tible with a given sample of sentences or nonsentences. 
APPENDIX 1. AN EXAMPLE 
Consider the maxgrammar FM,2 corresponding to the precedence relations 
b -- a and b <. b. Its productions are (they are indexed for reference purposes): 
1. ({a}, {a}) -+  a, 
2. ({b}, {b}) -+ b, 
3. ({b}, {a}) ~ b,, 
4. ({b}, {b}) -+ b({b}, {b}), 
5. ({b}, {a, b}) --~ b({b}, {a}), 
6. ({b}, {a, b}> -+ b({b}, {a, b}>, 
7. S --~ ({a}, {a}>, 
8. S -+ ({b}, {b}), 
9. s ~ <{b}, {a}), 
10. S -+ <{b}, {a, b}>. 
FM 1° is homogeneous, and generates the language 
LM, 2 = {a} v {b} u {b}+ {6} u {ba} k) {bba} u {b}+ {bba} 
= L1 u L2 w ..- w L6 .  
We now list the grammars and languages ino~'(M) and oW(M). The grammars 
are derived from F M by eliminating one or more of its productions and reducing 
(where necessary) the resulting rammar. Each grammar is identified by the set 
10 We omit the subscript 2 sinceFm.~ = FM,~ , for any q > 2, because Mis  =u --acyclie. 
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of indices of its productions, and each corresponding language by the set of 
indices of the sublanguages i.~, 1 ~ i ~< 6, of which it is a union. 
F 1 ~- (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10}; 
je  = {1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10); 
F 3 = {1, 2, 4, 7, 8}; 
F ,  -~ {1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10); 
F~ = {1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9); 
F 6 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, S, 9, 10); 
L 1 = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, 
L2 ~ {1, 4, 5, 6}, 
Lz = {1, 2, 3}, 
L 4 = {1, 2, 4, 5, 6}, 
L s = {1, 2, 3, 4}, 
z,6 = U, 2, 3, 4, 5}. 
234561 1 B 12456 
2456( 7 ) 2345( 8 ) 1456] 2 I ~245I 9 ) 123~ 
24( 15 U 16 ) 14( 
2 I 20 ) 4 I 21 ) 1 
F~G. I. The  lattice of free languages and grammars  corresponding to the Example.  
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The set {L 1 , L2 ,... , L~} is a poset whose maximal elements are L 1 , L~, and 
L~ since L2 ~< L~ and L a ~< L 5 ~ L~. Applying the meet (,) operation to 
{L1, L4, L6} yields 
FT ---- Fl * F~ = (2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9,10}; L7={2,3 ,5 ,6  }, 
Fs = Fl * F6 -~ {2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9,10}; Ls={2,3 ,4 ,5  }, 
F 9 =F  4 ,F~ = {1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10}; L9 = {1, 2, 4, 5}. 
The set {Lz, Lz, Ls, LT, Ls, Lg} is a poset; the set of maximal elements is 
{L2, L 5 , L r ,  L s , L~}. Again apply the meet operation to this latter set as done 
above and so forth, until all the grammars obtained generate the empty language. 
The lattice thus obtained is shown in Fig. 1 ; its poset is { ~5, L 1 , L2,... ,L~2, LM}. 
Each node in the lattice bears the index of one of the elements in this poset, 
and the indices of the corresponding sublanguages Li,  1 ~< i <~ 6, appear to 
the left of each node. 
The grammars and corresponding languages represented by square nodes are 
obtained from F M by eliminating a single production. The set of lattice elements 
represented by square nodes is a set of .-generators for the lattice, i.e., each 
lattice element can be derived by repeated application of * to these generators. 
Four maxlanguages (LM, L~a, L3, L19) are contained in the lattice; they are 
represented by double circles and squares. Corollary 4.2 shows that these 
elements form a lattice. Note that the lattice of Fig. 1 is not closed under com- 
plementation with respect o LM, since L M - - L  4 = L a = {b} + {b} is not in the 
lattice. 
APPENDIX  2. OTHER PROPERTIEs OF FREE GRAMMARS 
We state without proof (proofs can be found in Crespi-Reghizzi (1970)) some 
other intuitive properties of maxgrammars and free grammars which, although 
not directly related to the rest of the paper, seem to be worth mentioning. 
Statement A.1. Let G be an OPG and L(G)= Vr +. Then OPM(G) is 
- -  --acyclic [i.e., there are no chains a 1 --  a2 --  "'" - -  ae - -  a 1, k > 1, in 
OPM(G)]. | 
Statement A.2. Let G M be a maxgrammar with OPM M. 
ThenL(G)  = gr + i f fMis  --  --acyclic and complete (i.e., Mab = 1, Va, b). | 
Statement A.3. No free grammar generates the regular language L = 
{a+ - {aa}}. 
Statement A.4. Languages generated by free-grammars are noncounting 
according to the definition given by Crespi-Reghizzi (1976). | 
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